
THE MASK OF THE UNDERWORLD DAEMON—SOME REMARKS ON THE PERSEUS-
GORGON STORY*

AT the Vllth Congress for the History of Religions, held at Amsterdam in 1950, the central
question was posed whether a mythical-ritual pattern could be discerned in various ancient and
modern civilisations. Reading the Congress Report, one does not get the impression that many
final and far-reaching conclusions have been reached. Various conflicting views were brought
forward in the section-meetings. But meanwhile the discussion goes on. And it may be not without
interest to inquire into some individual cases where a ritual background behind some famous myth
can be reconstructed, if not beyond all doubt, at least with a high degree of probability. In the
following pages such an attempt is made in the case of the Seriphian Perseus-legend.

The present writer believes that there is a clue to the understanding of this story, which has
been overlooked hitherto, namely its connexion with hot springs. A certain number of cults,
myths, and legends were connected with such springs in the ancient Greek world; that they all
show in origin a chthonic aspect is self-evident. But to dwell upon all of them would fall beyond
the scope of this article. Let us for the present moment turn our attention to the thermal springs
of that tiny piece of rock in the Aegean round which a major part of the Perseus-story centres.

Seriphos is one of the least important islands of the Cyclades, lying between Kythnos and Siphnos.
It is a stony island: the ancients called it Tprixsicc or TT£Tpcb5r|s, and in spite of the ever-strenuous
efforts of the inhabitants, the soil does not bring forth many fruits; it has a certain importance
because of the mines. Indeed, there is some evidence that these mines were used long before classical
times,1 but as no one of the classical writers mentions them, it seems probable that no exploitation
took place in the historical period. In fact, the unimportance of the island made the Seriphians
often an object of scorn and joke; the anecdote of Themistocles and the Seriphian is well known.2

J. T. Bent 3 gives an account of a journey to Seriphos, a description of the island and especially
of the local folklore. He mentions hot springs near the chapel of St. Isidore,4 and says that a yearly
festival is still held there. He also tells us that there exists a vivid superstitious belief in the Nereids
among the inhabitants, who say that ' warm springs flow from their breasts '.

It is, meanwhile, a remarkable thing that such an unimportant island should be the centre of
the famous Perseus-Gorgon legend. The story of it runs as follows: 5 Danae is put in a coffer
with her little son Perseus by her father Acrisius, and thrown into the sea; they are driven by the
waves towards Seriphos, where the coffer is caught by Dictys, the son of Peristhenes, in his nets.
He receives the mother with her child, and keeps them in his house. When Perseus has grown up,
Dictys' brother Polydectes, King of Seriphos, falls in love with Danae, but being afraid of her son,
he contrives a plan to send him on a dangerous expedition. As his contribution to an Eranos held
by Polydectes, Perseus boasts that he could bring the Gorgon-head : the king seizes the opportunity
and sends him out to fetch it. The hero goes on his way, is helped by Hermes and Athena, and
overcomes manifold difficulties. First he comes to the Graiai, daughters of Phorcys, named
Pemphredo, Enyo, and Deino; 6 they have but one tooth and one eye in common, which Perseus
takes away, and returns only on condition that they show him the way to the Nymphs; this they
do, and from these Nymphs the hero receives the cap of Hades, which makes invisible, the winged
sandals, and the pouch (K!|3ICTIS) ; with the help of these objects 7 he overcomes the Gorgons and
cuts off the head of the mortal Gorgon Medusa.8 Then he returns to Seriphos, where he asks
Polydectes to assemble the whole people, whereupon he takes the Gorgon-head from the pouch and
turns them all into stones. With this frightful scene 9 the story, as far as it concerns Seriphos, ends.

* Introductory note. This article is a slightly altered version of (Miiller, fr. 26, vol. i p. 75), ap. schol. Apoll. Rhod. IV 1091,
a chapter from my dissertation on cults, myths, and legends 1515; cf. also Pind., Pyth. X, 44 sq.; a good account also
connected with hot springs in the Greek world, submitted to in Apollod. II, 4, 1-3. Only a very broad outline can be given
the University of Cambridge. I have to thank Professor here; fuller treatments, with details of variants, etc., in Roscher
W. K. C. Guthrie for much good advice. and RE s.v. ' Perseus ' ; Robert, Criech. Heldens. I, 222 sqq.; a

Note on some abbreviations: Ross, Inselr.: L. Ross, Reisen auf den useful collection of the main literary sources and the principal
griechischen Inseln des aegaeischen Meeres, 3 vols., Stuttgart, 1840- representations in art will be found in J. M. Woodward,
45; Cat. Br. Mus.\ A catalogue of Greek coins in the British Perseus, Cambridge, 1937; cf. also E. S. Hartland, quoted infra
Museum; Frazer, Paus.: J. G. Frazer, Pausanias' description of note 13.
Greece, translated with a commentary, 6 vols., London, 1898. 6 According to Apollod., they are sisters of the Gorgons, cf.
Nilsson, GF: M. P. Nilsson, Criechische Feste., Leipzig, 1906. Hesiod, Theog. 270 sqq.; Tz., Schol. Lycophr. 838. According
The Herdsman: The author's The Herdsman of the Dead, Utrecht, to others, they are guardians of the Gorgons.
1952. 7 And other weapons, which according to other traditions

1 See Biirchner, RE II A, 1729 sqq. he gets from Hephaestus, Hermes, and Athena.
2 Cf. Plato, Rep. 329 e; Plut. Them. 18. 8 Thereupon Pegasus and Chrysaor are born from the Gor-
3 The Cyclades, Chapter I. gon's blood; this is told by Apollod., but it is found as early as
4 Also observed by Ross, Inselr. I, 137, cf. the same writer's Hesiod, I.e.

'ACTKX. riEpi66 II (1837), '6? sqq. (I have not seen the latter 9 The oldest evidence is a b.f. vase, ed. by Kretschmer, Jdl
quotation.) VII (1892), 38.

5 The best tradition is in Pherecydes, Jacoby, 3 F 10-11
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Perseus now returns to the Argolid, and from various traditions we hear how he gets his revenge
against Acrisius, and how he founded Mycenae, etc.

It is worth remembering that the Gorgons were localised near the mythical entrance to the
underworld, just like such infernal beings as Geryon. They lived, according to Hesiod: 10

. . . . Trepnv KAUTOU 'QKEOCVOIO
Eaxcrnrj Trpos VUKTOS, iv' 'EcnrEpiSes AiyvKpcovoi,

that is, on the dwelling-place in the extreme West, where the sun sets; and just as Geryon, the
' roaring ', has a suitable name for a daemon of the Underworld, the names of the three sisters are
not less suited to such a function; even if we set aside Euryale,11 whose name might be derived
from the pursuit of Perseus, the two others, the ' powerful one ' and the ' ruling one ', are significant
enough.V1

It need hardly be stressed that the story, as it stands, contains many folk-tale elements; 13

in particular, the overcoming of many previous difficulties before the hero arrives on the scene of his
main task is a curious folk-tale feature; equally the invisibility, the winged sandals, etc. On the
other hand, the elements of real heroic legend (the German ' Heldensage') are conspicuous too;1 4

there remains the question, whether the element of myth is also present, in other words, whether we
can distinguish a cult-pattern underlying the forms of the story.

The first question we have to ask is, therefore, what could be the reason for localising the story
on Seriphos. Hero-cults of Perseus are attested by Pausanias abundantly near Argos-Mycenae
and also on Seriphos and perhaps at Athens; 15 leaving Athens out of account as uncertain, we have
the two former places left as centres of Perseus cult. Accordingly, we find Perseus with the Gorgon-
head on coins (late specimens, however) of Argos 16 and rather earlier on those of Seriphos.17

One glance at the traditional story in Pherecydes and Apollodorus shows us that Perseus was born
at Argos, grew up on Seriphos, returned there after his great heroic adventure, and afterwards went
back to Argos again. Moreover, we see that the Gorgon-head, frequently used in the story as far
as it centres round Seriphos, is given to Athena before the hero returns to his homeland, and plays
no role in the sequel: Acrisius is overcome in a pentathlon and slain with a discus. As far as the
legend is concerned, the whole Gorgoneion story is something particular to Seriphos, and has
nothing to do with Argos. But what about the Argive coins showing Perseus with the Gorgon-head ?
They are so late that they cannot be used as a proof; they were made long after the story was
established. Nevertheless, for Perseus himself we have abundant proof that he was a heroic figure
deeply rooted in the Argive tradition; the Perseus-cult at Argos, Mycenae, the foundation legend,
his genealogy, and above all the cult attested in a very archaic inscription from Mycenae 18 are
evidence enough for that.19 To sum up the facts: Perseus had hero cults in the Argolid, where he
is apparently originally at home; moreover, there was a cult on Seriphos, while the legend localises
the Gorgon story there, and not at Argos; the Gorgoneion occurs on the Seriphian coins as early as
300 B.C., on the Argive coins much later.

How, then, to explain the Seriphian legend? Nilsson {cf. note 18), after calling Perseus
' the most prominent hero of Mycenae in the earlier mythical generation ', and saying that the folk-
tale of the slaying of the monster Gorgo was in Mycenaean times already connected with the birth
story, gives as his opinion: ' The episode taking place on the island of Seriphos seems to be of a
rather late date and may be passed over here ' ; and a little later: ' There was a heroon said to be
that of Perseus on the road from Mycenae to Argos, but that may be late, as was certainly the altar on
Seriphos '. Quod est demonstrandum! Kuhnert 20 gives a more detailed argument: ' Die Landung

10 Hesiod, I.e., especially 274 sqq. This is our most ancient Mycenae); and especially I I , 18, 1 : 'EK MVKTIVCOV 8E t% "Apyos
source of knowledge about the story of Perseus and the Gorgon; Spxopivois Sv dcpioTEpa rUpcrfcos irapd Tf)v 6S6v fernv fjpê ov. §xE1 "^v

in Homer {Iliad XIV, 319 sq.) we find just a reference to Danae 8f| KOCI JvTaOfla Tip&s iTapd TUII ITPOCTXCOP'COU" MEyicrras 84 EV TE
and Perseus, but his deeds are not yet recorded. The con- 2£p((pcp KCCI TOP" "A6r|vcclots, <ols> rtEpo&os -rfnEvos, iral AIKTUOS Kotl
nexion between Gorgon- and Geryon-story is not one of KAUUEVTIS p«n6? aanfipcov KOAOÛ VCCV rUpcrfcos. The text is corrupt;
localisation only, but Medusa's son Chrysaor is the father of <ols> is the reading of Spiro's Teubner-text, but as there is
Geryoneus. For the Gorgoneion apart from Perseus in Homer, no other evidence for a Perseus-cult at Athens, K. O. Miiller
cf. infra note 49. For Geryon, the West and hot springs, cf. The proposed to read Iv TE ZEpl<pco oi KOCI TOP" 'A0r|v9< TlEpoicoj TEPEVOS
Herdsman, Chapter I I . ^ KTA. See Frazer, Paus. I, 572.

11 The ' wide-leaping ' ; the translation is, however, contro- 16 Frazer, Paus. I l l , 186: ' probably copied from a statue '.
versial; cf. Robert, I.e. 224. " I.e. some showing Perseus, others the Gorgon-head; Cat.

12 Another reference to the legend in Hesiod is Aspis 216 sqq. Br. Mus. Aegean Islands 119 sqq.; they date from 300 B.C. and
On the shield of Heracles we see Perseus with the winged later.
sandals, the Gorgon-head, the pouch, and the Hades-cap. The 18 IG IV, 493, mentioning Upopv&novES T6S S5 rUpert, a refer-
two sisters of Medusa try to catch him as he flees. ence to what was probably a very old cult. See Nilsson, Mycen.

13 This has been observed before, cf. Robert, I.e. 224; Origin of Gr. Myth. 40 sq.
Kuhnert, Roscher I I I , 1989; and especially E. S. Hartland, " Kuhnert, I.e. 2023 sq. calls him a pre-Doric hero of
The Legend of Perseus, London, 1894-96, who gives a whole Mycenae and Argos, taken over by the Dorians; at the end of
complex of folk-tales from many countries, connected in some this article we shall see that there is linguistic evidence in sup-
way or another with the Perseus story; some additions by port of this view of a pre-Doric (I would rather say pre-Greek)
A. H. Krappe, Neuphilol. Mitt. XXXIV (1933), 225 sqq. character.

14 Kuhnert, I.e. calls the Eranos of Polydectes a ' genuine epic 20 L.c. 2027. See also A. J . Toynbee, A Study of History I,
motive '. 406, note 2, who stresses the importance of Seriphos for the

16 Paus. I I , 16,3 (Perseus as founder of Mycenae, cf. Apollod. dispersion of the legend. He goes even so far as to assume
II) 4> 4) i U> '6> 6 (a spring called Perseia in the ruins of that the whole tale came from Seriphos to the Argolid.
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THE MASK OF THE UNDERWORLD DAEMON u
der Truhe mil Danae und Perseus an dem Felseneiland Seriphos ist ein gebrduchliches Bildfiir die Ubertragung
eines Kultes, das in dhnlicher Form in Apollo- und Dionysos-Sagen wiederkehrt; Argeier, die auf dem Wege
nach Rhodos an der Insel voruber muszten, haben den Seriphiern die Verehrung der Danae und des Perseus ver-
mittelt.' It is hardly conceivable that the cult and myth were ' dropped on the way ' like that.
It would be possible, of course, although highly hypothetical, to develop a theory that the island was
a half-way house on the trade-route from Argos to Rhodes, and that in the long run Argive cults
were imported there; but even so, it would be very much more understandable if we could point
to certain circumstances, which made it possible or easy for the local people to ' take over ' a cult or
mythical pattern, and develop it locally; and in such a case it might be even more interesting and
relevant to discover those peculiar circumstances than to ascertain the ' dropping '.

Therefore we ask: Is there some peculiar feature about Seriphos, which might have been the
basis for a localisation of the Perseus-Gorgon story, although Perseus is an Argive hero, and a
connexion between Argos and Seriphos, comparable with the relations between metropolis and
colony, is absent ? So much the better if this feature would be primarily concerned with the Gorgon,
for, as we saw, this element in the story seems to belong to Seriphos in particular.21

Now I have stated in the beginning of this article that Seriphos has hot springs, and that even
in modern times a yearly festival near these springs has been recorded by J. T. Bent. In this con-
nexion it is remarkable that at very many places with thermal springs, representations of the
Gorgoneion occur in the archaeological finds. This evidence should, however, be handled care-
fully. Not very long ago, the late M. P. Charlesworth 22 warned us, very rightly I think, against
uncritical conclusions about the transmission of ideas from the occurrence of identical art symbols.
Moreover, one might say that it is no wonder if a considerable number of pictures of the Gorgoneion
occur near hot springs, for there are very many of them in general, so why not accidentally near the
Oepucc Aourpd?

But looking more closely into this vast collection of Gorgon-pictures,23 we can divide it into three
groups: (a) vase-paintings; (b) larger pieces, such as reliefs, etc.; (c) coins. Now the vase-
paintings can be discarded here; they never prove anything about local cults. The larger repre-
sentations are relevant in certain circumstances, especially when they are temple sculptures or
paintings, or stelae, and in any case are of more importance than the vase-paintings, not being
mass-produced articles for export depicting popular scenes. But the most important of all are the
coins. To a very large extent they represent scenes or pictures drawn from local cults and myths.
Of course, it sometimes happens that a colonial city merely takes over symbols from the mother-city,
and occasionally other borrowings take place, but in most cases it is fairly easy to distinguish this
phenomenon. As regards the Gorgoneion, we have especially to be on our guard against cases
where it is merely an attribute of Athena.24 But after taking all these precautions we can reach the
following results: The Gorgoneion appears at Seriphos (cf. note 17), Himera,25 Segesta,26 Selinus 21

(i.e. all three of the principal Sicilian sites of hot springs!), Melos,26 Iconium in Lycaonia,29 Methytnna
and other places on Lesbos,30 Neandria in the Troad,31 Aegae in Cilicia(?),32 Apollonia ad Rhyndacum
and Parium in Mysia.33 Dubious cases are: Thermon in Aetolia,34 and Bath (Aquae Sulis) in
Britain.35

It may be interesting to quote some comparative figures. In the Catalogue of Coins in the British
Museum, which covers by far the greater part of the sites, although, e.g., the Gorgoneia on the coins
of Melos and Himera are not recorded in it,36 I noted twenty-seven Greek cities with Gorgoneion
coins; among these are Athens and Corinth with their dependent cities, of which Athens had the
symbol as an attribute of Athena, and in the case of Corinth one might be inclined to attach import-
ance to the existence of hot springs on the Isthmus, which I have not done. Even so, if we add to the

21 It is frequently held that the stony character of the island 82. Curiously enough, a tale connected with the Gorgon's
is a sufficient reason {cf. Robert, I.e. 234); but there are other head was still found near Iconium in medieval times. See
stony islands as well on the route from Argos to Rhodes; why, Hartland, The Legend of Perseus III, 139.
then, especially Seriphos? Moreover, this would imply that 30 Coins: Cat. Br. Mus. Troas, etc. LXIII, 151, 157, 177.
the story existed already before the people localised it there. 31 Bronze relief from Neandria near the most famous hot
But no trace points to variants, let alone old variants, in which springs of the Troad; Furtwangler, I.e. 1718.
the turning of the hero's enemies to stone occurs elsewhere. 32 C o i n : Cat. Br. Mus. Lycaonia, etc. X I I I : uncer ta in .

22 AJP L X X (1949), 331 sq. 33 T h e oldest coins of bo th cities a l l wi th the G o r g o n e i o n :
23 A c a t a l o g u e in J . Six, De Gorgone, A m s t e r d a m , 1 8 8 5 ; A . Cat. Br. Mus. Mysia 8sq., 94 sqq.; the country around there is

Furtwangler, Roscher I, 1701 sqq. full of hot springs, cf. Hasluck, Cyzicus 141 and his map ' En-
24 Cf. Furtwangler, I.e., 1719. virons of Cyzicus'. The attribution of the coins to Apollonia
26 Coins: Grose, Cat. McClean Coll. of Greek Coins in the Fitzw. by Six, I.e. 37 sqq. is generally approved.

Mus. I , 2 7 2 ; H e a d , HN2 146. 34 T h e famous metopes of the temple of Apollo T h e r m i o s :
26 Coins : Grose , I.e. 302 ; Cat.Br. Mus. Sicily 135, H e a d , HN2 'E(p. 'Apx- 1903, p i . 4 ; bu t aga in the existence of hot springs is

166. not proved; I hope to return to this question in another
27 M e t o p e of t he famous t e m p l e C , cf. Benndorf , Metopen v. publication.

Selinunt 44. 36 The pediment of the temple of Sul-Minerva with the male
28 Coins: Seltman, Greek Coins, 174, cf. n. 36 below. Terra- bearded Gorgon-head; but it is doubtful whether this has any

cotta-relief: Six, I.e. 55; Furtwangler 1719. connexion with the Greek Gorgon at all, and even so, it may
29 Coins: Head, HN1 713 sq., Hasluck, BSA XVIII, 267. be merely an attribute of Athena-Minerva.

Stele with Gorgon mentioned by Eust. in Dion. 857, Malalas, 36 I.e. those of Himera are there wrongly assigned to
Chron. O 42 (= ed. in Corpus Scr. Hist. Byz. p. 36), connected Camarina. For the Melos gorgoneion coin, see Catalogue of the
with local legend. For the warm 'spring of Plato' (this Jameson Collection pi. LXVI no. 1295.
' Plato' being a medieval magician) there cf. The Herdsman, p.
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list Melos and Himera, out of these twenty-nine there are eleven where hot springs occur in the
neighbourhood. Certainly a high percentage.37

In view of these facts I venture to draw the conclusion that the occurrence of the Gorgon or
more usually the Gorgoneion on coins or major pieces of art of cities near hot springs is too
frequent to be explained as a mere coincidence, and that there is a considerable chance that these
representations are in many cases an echo of local cults.

After this, returning to Seriphos, we ask: Is the Gorgon-head on the coins of this island
merely an echo of the established Perseus legend, or has it an independent significance? In other
words, was the Gorgon there before Perseus? J. T. Bent38 informs us that the inhabitants of
Seriphos brought him ancient coins with the Medusa, saying that it was a picture of ' the first
queen of the island '. Did these peasants, in their simplicity, grasp something of the truth? In
order to answer this question, we have to go further and ask: What is the original meaning of the
Gorgoneion ?

Both in ancient and in modern times, many theories have been proposed in answer to this
question.39 I do not intend to deal with all of them separately; such an inquiry would perhaps
carry us too far afield; and moreover, a certain consensus of opinion seems to exist at the present time,
which may serve as a good starting-point for a further substantiation from the point of view of the
cults, etc., connected with hot springs.40 I shall be very brief, therefore, about the theories. Ancient
explanations are: i. The Gorgons are Libyan women. This line has been followed up by A. B.
Cook.41 2. The Gorgoneion is the face in the moon. Gadechens 42 has accepted this. 3. It is a
thunder-cloud. The principal champion of this view is Roscher. 4. The Gorgon is a wild animal.43

The modern explanations in accordance with this view (e.g. gorilla), given by Elworthy, Zell, and
others, have never made much headway. Others again have entirely discarded the ancient theories,
and have followed the line of anthropological research. A new and original contribution has been
made by C. Hopkins,44 and I shall have to deal with his article in more detail, because on the one
hand, it is very convincing, and on the other hand, my argument would be seriously weakened if
all the implications of Hopkins' theory proved to be true.

He begins by pointing out that representations of the Gorgon in art do not occur until after the
geometric period, and that then the head alone comes first, just as also in Homer only the head is
mentioned; the body does not appear until the Thermon metopes (ca. 640-620). He rejects
Nilsson's view that the Gorgon is entirely a folktale motif, which eludes the question of origin, while
he thinks that the enormous variety of other explanations is due to the fact that in the seventh
century the representations of the Gorgon were tentative, and ' no commonly recognised form of
the story in legend and art existed \ 4 5 Then he proceeds to point out that in the same seventh
century the influence of Assyrian on Greek art became important; and in this Assyrian art there
was a frequently recurring motif of a hero slaying a demon, namely the story of Gilgamesh and
Humbaba, which had ' a vogue in Syria '. After this, Hopkins shows us a series of scenes represent-
ing the slaying of Humbaba and cognate stories, and faces of Babylonian demons like Humbaba,
together with scenes of Perseus with the Gorgon; the resemblance is striking. A link is provided
by a Cyprian cylinder, which holds a middle position between Assyrian and Greek art. After a
digression on the Egyptian Bes-statues, the obvious conclusion follows : 46 ' The full figure portrayal
of the Gorgon, introduced into Greek art shortly after the middle of the seventh century, came over
directly and with very slight modification from an Assyrian-Babylonian type of demon or giant.'
I think this is an important and interesting discovery, and the argument seems convincing enough,
especially because Cyprus is indeed the home of some of the oldest Gorgon representations, and the
route Mesopotamia-Syria-Cyprus-Greece was an easy and often used one. The hazardous part
of the article follows after this conclusion, namely when Hopkins hints at the possibility that the whole
Perseus-Gorgon story is derived from the Gilgamesh saga. Similar theories have been put forward
in the case of Herakles, who has also been compared with Gilgamesh,47 and this question needs an
answer on principle. Of course, the artists who tried to find a form for their pictures of the story had
a tendency to borrow from existing representations of similar stories in ' foreign ' art; Oriental
influence on Greek art was immense,.and was probably deeper even than we can realise at the
moment; but the tradition of mythological forms is a totally different matter. It should not be
forgotten that the resemblance between the Gilgamesh and the Perseus stories is quite superficial,
the common point being hardly more than the motif of a hero slaying a monster, and where on
earth does such a story not occur? As a mythical form the figure of Gilgamesh is still more like
Herakles than like Perseus, and even in the former case a dependence cannot be proved conclusively.

37 For the role of wells and springs in the folk-tales related 43 Ziegler, I.e. 1643.
to the Perseus story cf. Hartland, The LegendofPerseusII, 175 sqq. l i AJA 1934, 341 sqq.

38 The Cyclades, p . 2 . 45 Observe that the inferences from art-forms to forms of the
39 Summaries of them will be found in Six, I.e. 91 sqq.; legend begin here already. T h e only thing that can be said is

Roscher in his Lex. I , 1698 sqq. (cf. the same author 's Die Cor- that apparent ly the art- type was not fixed.
gonen und Verwandtes (1879); Ziegler, RE V I I , 1642 sqq.; A. B. 46 L.c. 356.
Cook, Zeus H I , 845 sqq. " Especially by B. Schweitzer, Herakles, cf. Pfister, Rel. Gr.

40 Six, l.c. 41 L.c. 847. u. Rom. 156. Cf. also : G. R . Levy, ' T h e Orienta l Origin of
42 Following many others. See Ziegler, l.c. 1 6 4 5 ^ . H e r a k l e s ' , JHS L I V (1934), 40 sqq.
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Wherever it is possible to derive Greek mythical patterns from Greek ritual we should always prefer
such an explanation, taking into account, however, that such Greek cult-forms may go back to pre-
Greek times, and so ultimately to that general Mediterranean foundation from which again many
Oriental forms may be derived.

Returning now to the various explanations of the Gorgon, there are a number of points on which
many or all scholars agree. The first of these is that there was apparently a Gorgon-head before the
development of the type with full body. This can be observed in the oldest art-representations and
in Homer. In other words, the Gorgoneion precedes the Gorgon. Then, the most striking features
of this Gorgoneion are the glaring eyes and the protruding tongue. These characteristics have been
compared with identical hideous faces among many primitive peoples, which are derived from masks
with an apotropaic function.48 And thirdly it is agreed that among the references to the Gorgoneion
in Homer, who is, after all, our oldest source, the passage from the Nekyia should be taken into
account specially, where Odysseus says that he would have liked to stay longer in Hades, but that
he was frightened by the idea that Persephone would send up the grisly Gorgon-head from the
underworld.49

Any theory based solely, or at any rate principally, upon the solid foundation of these fairly
generally accepted points should deserve our special attention. Such a theory was proposed by
Miss J. E. Harrison, who explained the Gorgoneion as an apotropaic mask, appearing in the oldest
literature as an ' underworld bogey'.50 She stresses the three basic facts, mentioned above, and
points to the use of hideous apotropaic dance-masks among savage peoples; many specimens of
such masks may be seen in most anthropological museums. Similar things must have been used,
in her view, by the early Greeks. And then she makes an interesting point. Although precise
evidence fails us here, so she says, the gorgoneion must have been used by these primitive Greeks
as a mask in ritual dances.

But is there really no precise evidence? It may be worth trying to verify Miss Harrison's
inference. We shall not be able to understand what this means before we are quite clear about the
function of the mask. The Gorgoneion as we find it on coins, vase-paintings, shields, etc., is a relic;
if it is true that it is a symbol of what once was a ritual mask, we have to assume that it was worn
in such ritual; and worn for a purpose. Now the purpose of the mask in ritual, dance, and drama,
wherever it is found, is to represent something in the most literal sense of the word. The wearer of
the mask in ritual represents the deity, i.e. virtually is the deity, and the actions he does while wearing
the mask are the actions of the godhead; the masked dance, therefore, introduces in a hieratic form
the event that the people want to celebrate, the event of the deity appearing on earth and performing
actions.51 Therefore, when a mask is used in chthonic ritual, the wearer of the mask enacts the appear-
ance of a daemon from the underworld, and when the mask is apotropaic, this can only mean that
the appearing chthonian daemon scares away, frightens, stiffens with fear, or, in mythical terms,
' petrifies ' the other ghosts or living creatures present. This is entirely in accordance with the
scene from the Nekyia.

Nevertheless, all this will remain highly theoretical and speculative if we cannot substantiate it
with examples from Greek ritual which would prove that such representative ritual masks were
actually used. There are not very many instances of the use of religious masks in Greece, apart
from the theatre. Miss Harrison quotes two.52 The first is about a goddess Praxidike,53 whose
images were heads and her sacrifices ' the same ' (o^oicos); there was a multiple form of her at
Haliartus, as Pausanias 54 tells us, where the Praxidikai were oath-goddesses. The oath recurs
in the second example which Miss Harrison gives, the cult of Demeter Kidaria at Pheneus in Arcadia;
our source is again Pausanias.55 There was a curious structure called Petroma, and on this place
the Pheneates used to take oaths; in it was a mask of Demeter Kidaria, which the priest puts on,
and then he beats the underground folk with rods. Here the priest clearly represents the goddess by
wearing a mask. Pheneus was a centre of chthonic religion; in the neighbourhood was the Styx.
There was a Hades entrance nearby; 56 the saga told how Herakles performed engineering works

4 8 This was observed already by Furtwangler, Roscher I, 63 Photius and Hesych. s.v.
1704 sq.: ' Durch die schreckbare Maske eines Damons suchte man 6 4 Paus. IX, 33, 3 (Miss Harrison's reference is wrong):
die anderen bb'sen Geister zu vertreiben.' 'ATucxp-rlois Si Itrnv h Cmai9pto 8ESJV Up6v &s TTpâ iSlKOts KCCXOUCTIV

4 9 H o r n . Od. X I , 633 sqq. EVTOOSCJ 6pvuoucn vb>, iroiouvTca 6E OUK ETriSpopov T6V SpKOv. Cf. also
EUE 8E x ^ p o " 8^°S fips1 Paus. I l l , 22, 2 : cult of the same goddesses at Gyth ium.

Hi1! uoi ropyE(tiv {alii yopytiiiv) «9aM|v SEIVOID ireXupou Persephone is called Praxidice in H y m n . O r p h . X X I X , 5 (ed.
i% 'AtSsco TTEV^EIEV &yaut\ nepaE<p6v£ia. Abel) .

6 5 Paus. V I I I , 15, 1-3 : TTCcpa 6e Tfjs 'EXsuaivlas T6 hpbv
I t is not quite clear to me why Nilsson, Gesch. Gr. Rel. I , 211, TrE-n-oiTiTai TTE'TPCOHOC KCCAOUUEVOV, AIOOL 5uo t\pvoavivo\ irp6s &AM|Xous
calls this passage ' late ' ; cf. Wilamowitz, Horn. Unters, 140 sq. ueyciAoi OEUEOCTUU 6E oI5a TOUS TTOXXOUS KCC! duvuvTas OTTEP
At any rate it could hardly be later than Hesiod (quoted note 10). PEyiorcov TCO rfETpwucm. Kal ETTIOTUJOC SIT' COJTCO trEpt9Ep^s SOTIV, iypv

6 0 Prolegomena 187 sqq. See especial ly h e r excel lent s u m - EVT6S Ai^tiiiTpos irp6(jcoTrou KtSocpiccs' TOUTO 6 Uptus TTEPISEMEVOS T 6
mary in Hast ings ' ERE V I , 330 sqq. -npbauynov iv -rfj HEIJOIM KCIXOUPE'VI] TEXtTfj p'&pSois Kcmi Wyov 81*1 TIVOC

61 Cf. G. van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation, TOCI; uirc>x9ovious iraiEi. For the meaning of the beating of the
pp. 373 sq. soil see Frazer's note ad loc. (Frazer, Paus. IV, 239): it was a

62 Prolegomena 188; there were more, however: see W. fertility ritual.
Wrede, ' Der Maskengott', AM LIII (1928), 66 sqq., especially 6 6 Ganschinietz, RE X, 2386, cf. Lawson, Anc. Gr. Rel. Mod.
p. 87. Gr. Folkl. 85.
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near the city.57 Immediately after the passage quoted above, Pausanias 58 tells us how Herakles'
brother Iphikles, wounded in the contest against the Molione, was tended at Pheneus by a
Pheneate called Bouphagos and his wife: in another publication 59 I had occasion to point out that
Bouphagos was a cult-name of Herakles himself, occurring near hot springs. Another story calls
Bouphagos an eponymous hero of a river near Heraea,60 who tried to violate Artemis and was shot
by her.

Other examples of masks, and especially of masked ritual dances, will be given presently.
From the instances quoted above, especially that of Pheneus, we have some idea already of the use of
a mask in Greek ritual, especially chthonic ritual; we saw how at Pheneus the priest enacts the
appearance of the chthonic goddess Demeter, and represents her. The oath is a sign of the fearful-
ness of the place.61 We have to imagine much the same atmosphere around the primitive use of
the Gorgoneion as a mask, more exactly as an apotropaic underworld mask. But now, returning
to Seriphos, we ask once more how to explain the fact that the exploits of the Argive hero Perseus
with the Gorgon-head came to be localised on this small island in the Aegean. I think the solution
is that at the bottom of the story lies an aetiological myth.

I have stressed already the frequent occurrence of the Gorgon or Gorgoneion near hot springs.
This, of course, is in accordance with the fact that the Gorgoneion is an underworld phenomenon,62

and that the cults of the hot springs have always something underworldly about them. But if the
Gorgoneion is a mask, it must originally have been used as a mask, and the natural conclusion
is that there must have been certain rites in which it was used and which were performed near hot
springs. And this would explain the story of Perseus on Seriphos, where, as we saw, hot springs
occur, near which there exists, even in modern times, a yearly festival. Assuming this, and using
the story of Perseus as a pattern, we can describe the hypothetical ritual as follows: The ' priest'
or ' leader of the rite ' comes forward in the festive assembly of the community {i.e. the mythical
hero in the mythical eranos of Polydectes), and is commissioned to fetch the mask of the underworld
daemon from Hades {i.e. the mythical expedition to the Western dwelling-place of the Gorgons).
He then appears in the (dancing?) circle of the people, with the mask as the personification of the
daemon himself. They are all stiffened with terror.63

This is, of course, a mere hypothesis, but it has a basis of fact; still this basis would be too
narrow if we could not point to some parallel, which would clearly show us the masked dance in a
clearly rather primitive form, and which would give a decisive substantiation to our theory. For
this we have to turn to Letrini. This town, the modern Pyrgos, not far from Olympia, situated near
the west coast of the Peloponnese, is of great interest for the student of cults connected with hot
springs. Indeed, such springs are found immediately to the North of modern Pyrgos, on some heights
nowadays called Skourochorio,64 but as other thermal waters of outstanding medical virtue and
easily accessible are found in the immediate neighbourhood, at Cyllene and Kalapha, the springs of
Skourochorio have apparently fallen into oblivion. But nevertheless, if the neighbouring Olympia
formed a centre of the higher Greek religion, Letrini must have been an outstanding centre of
popular religion in ancient Greece. Walking, as I did, on a pilgrimage to the principal centres
of hot springs in Greece in 1949, along the small cart-track from Pyrgos to Agoulenitza, one comes
after less than half an hour to a ford across the mouth of the Alpheus.65 Strabo 66 has given a
famous description of this area. There is the temple of Artemis Alpheonia and sanctuaries of all
sorts of gods and goddesses, a brilliant scene, which through its vividness has always attracted
the attention of students of Greek religion when trying to recall the environment of Greek religious
life.67 The cult of Artemis Alpheonia is certainly not connected with the hot springs of Skourochorio;
this is geographically impossible. And yet it does not stand outside the cults of the hot springs
altogether. For there are, apart from the environment of Thermopylae, no regions in Greece where
hot springs occur so frequently as on the Western coast of the Peloponnese: Cyllene, Chelonatas,
Letrini, Lepreum, and the ' Anigrid ' cave (modern Kaiapha) are the best known, but there are
still others.68 On the other hand, this countryside was the home of Artemis Limnatis, the ' Lady of
the Lake ', as Farnell has called her,69 an appropriate title for a deity who is often found presiding

57 Bolte, RE X I X , 1971 sqq. This element occurs more bu t the hot springs are ment ioned by Curtius, Pelop, I I , 7 3 ;
often near Hades entrances, cf. The Herdsman, p p . 30, 82. Boblaye, Recherches 130 sq.; Pouquevil le, Voyage V , 383.

68 V I I I , 14, 9. 69 Mnemosyne IV , 6 (1953), 288 ff. 65 No doubt the "AA9eiolo Tripos of Horn. Hymn, in Herm. 398.
60 With hot spr ings; cf. Philippson, Peloponnes 9 7 ; Gell , 00 Strabo V I I I , 3, 12, p . 3 4 3 : Trp6s 6E Trj EKpoAfj T6 Ttjs

Itinerary of the Morea, p . 112. T h e story in Paus . V I I I , 27, 17. "AA9Eiovias 'ApTspiSos i\ 'AA9Eioutrns fiAaos EOTIV TaCnr) 6E Tfj
61 Oa ths were often taken very solemnly by the gods of the 8E£> KOI SV 'OAutiTrio: KOCT' ETOS CTUVTEAEITOI iraviiyupis (N.B. Artemis

underwor ld or by the Styx; cf. the author 's article on the and Alpheus had a common al tar in O l y m p i a : Paus. V , 14, 6 ;
Sicel Palici in Mnemosyne IV, 5 (1952), 116 sqq. Schol. Pind. 01. 5, 10), *.cfi(tntp KCCI Tfj 'EAoccplqt KOCI Tfj Acnpvlo:.

62 This is beyond d o u b t ; the Homeric Necyia and the later WOTTI 6" ta-riv f\ yfj Trao-ct 'ApTtpiaicov Kctl "AippoSicrluv KCCI Nun<palcov
localization in the West are evidence enough for that . EV dA<7EO"iv &V0ECOV TTAECOS TO TTOAU Sid Triv EuuSptccv, avyyd; 8E KCXI

63 On petrifaction through horror in popular beliefs, super- 'EppEla EV TOIS 66OTS, floaElSia 5" ETTI TCXIS OCKTCCIS.
stition, and customs see Hartland, The Legend of Perseus I I I , 67 E.g. Nilsson, Greek Piety 9.
120 sqq. 6S E.g. nea r H e r a e a , abou t which see supra, note 60, and

64 They do not attract attention nowadays; on a visit to probably at Heraclea near Olympia (this spring is nowadays
Pyrgos I could find no one who could tell me where exactly cold), cf. Paus. VI, 22, 7; Strabo VIII, 3, 22, p. 356; Frazer,
the site was, although everybody knows Skourochorio, as the Paus. IV, 100; Curtius-Adler, Olympia und Umgegend 9.
railway line from Patras to Pyrgos passes just East of these hills; 69 Farnell, Cults II, 427; cf. Nilsson, GF 210 sqq.
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over lakes, waters, brooks, and springs. As Artemis Eurynome she was worshipped at the hot
springs of Phigalia.70 And in this way she, the dominating deity of this region, is the dominating
figure in the whole complex of popular cults which centres around these places where hot springs
rise from the ground. So the cult of Artemis Alpheonia formed part of that primitive religious
substratum which we find in so many places in the Peloponnese, and which in this backward region
of the West coast persisted to the times of Strabo and Pausanias.

For Pausanias, too, gives us information about Artemis Alpheonia. He tells us how Alpheus
fell in love with her and attempted violence against her when she was dancing with her nymph-
attendants ; but Artemis, aware of his plans, smeared her face and the faces of the nymphs with mud,
so that he did not know her from the others, and went away frustrated.71 Frazer 72 remarks that
this myth might point to a practice of smearing the faces with mud in ritual. I think there is
no doubt. The story certainly sounds like an aetiological myth. Frazer quotes some parallels
in Greece and elsewhere; the story of the Titans smearing their faces with gypsum in order not
to be recognised by Dionysus is well know.73 But if this is true, the ritual dance must correspond to
the ' Aition ', i.e. the dancers with their mud-smeared faces actually represented the goddess and her
attendants, and therefore, in smearing mud on their faces they enhanced their personalities; this is
nothing else but a primitive form of a masked dance.

But to this same complex of primitive Greek cults in the Peloponnese belonged also the worship
of Artemis Orthia at Sparta. Now this offers an interesting parallel. For Bosanquet 74 has
published a series of terra-cotta masks found in her temple; the striking thing from our point of
view about them is, above all, that the first two types 75 hold a clear middle position between the
archaic type of Gorgon-head and the theatre-mask. They belong to the first half of the sixth century
B.C. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge 76 writes about them: ' They were doubtless votive copies of the
actual masks worn by the performers of some ritual dance in honour of Artemis Orthia.' There
could not be clearer evidence that the use of the Gorgoneion and the ritual dance at Sparta and
Letrini are in principle the same.

But this being the case, we have still to ask, what was the meaning of the rape of Artemis in
the myth. The obvious conclusion from the appearance of a violator in the myth would be that a
person of the same kind played a role in the ritual too. Alpheus could not find his victim and went
away again. Although there is no direct evidence, it seems probable to me that he was in fact
frightened away by those ugly faces.77

Once more we return to Seriphos. Having established the relation between the Gorgoneion
and the underworld religion, having considered that the Gorgon-head was originally an apotropaic
mask, worn in ritual dances, and having treated the story of Perseus on Seriphos as an aetiological
myth explaining such a masked ritual, we seem to have found a reason why the Argives could have
' dropped ' a cult of Perseus and his legend on the island; this reason being that some sort of cult
with a masked ritual existed on Seriphos, presumably connected with the hot springs there. But
then these Argives must have been able to recognise in this cult something familiar, the central
figure of the cult must have been identifiable with the Argive hero. So this still presupposes that
Perseus had something to do with masks originally. If we can find evidence for this, we can safely
assume that the localisation on the island and the further development of the myth, as we find it in
Pindar, Pherecydes, and later, and as it is presupposed in the black-figured vase painting {cf. note 9),
came about. I shall try to demonstrate that there is such evidence.

An Etruscan tomb-fresco at Corneto shows an interesting scene. It is a picture of a sort of
gladiatorial games, no doubt performed at the funeral of the man buried here. One of the captives
used in these games is held on a rope by a masked figure, above and beside whom is written the word
' cpersu '. We owe the interpretation of the scene to F. Altheim,78 who, following Deecke, Fried-
lander, and Skutsch, takes the Latin ' persona ' to be derived from this Etruscan word. This
etymology is now fairly well accepted.79 Then, examining the tomb-picture more closely, Altheim

7 0 Paus . V I I I , 4 1 , 5, cf. The Herdsman, p . 8 1 . 214 sqq.; Fa rne l l , Cults I I , 428 .
7 1 Paus. V I , 22, 8 sq. El SE EA6ETV is rHAiv Sia TOU -mSiou 73 Nonnus, Dion. V I , 169 sqq.; Harpocr . s.v. &no\i6crra>v,

BcAt'iOEias, oraSious \ilv EIKOCTI Kal EKCCT6V ES AtTplvous E§EI? TO clearly pointing to an existing practice in mystic ritual.
\xiv Si] E£ Apx^S ir6Xi(7|ja f[V oi AETPTVOI, Kai AETPEUS 6 nEAcnros 7 4 BSA X I I (1905-6), 3 4 0 ^ 9 .
tyiyivu acfiaiv olKia-rns- (There was also a tradition about the 7 5 They will be found on Plates X and X I attached to
bones of Pelops being preserved at Letrini, cf. Lycophr. Alex. Bosanquet's article.
54, and Schol. Tzetzae in vs. 158). sir' EUOO SE oiioincmi TE 7 6 Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 254. For dances in the
EAEITTETO 6Aiya Kal 'AAcpEiaias 'ApTEpiBos ayaAua EV vaco. yEVEoflai 8E sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, cf. also Plut. Thes. 31 .
tt\v lirlKAriCTiv Tfj 6EW AEyoumv Etrl Aoycp TO:<O5E' EpaCTflfjvcci Tfis 77 We may compare the well-known story in Herodotus
"ApTEiJiSos T6U "AA<pEi6v, EpaoSEVTa SE US ETTEyvco |rf| yEvii<7£CT9ai ol Sid (VII I , 27), where the Phocians attack the Thessalians by night,
TTEI6OUS Kal SEI'ICTECOS T ^ v yapov, EimoAijav cos piacrbpEvov -rf|V SEOV, Kal smeared with gypsum, a story, which so strikingly resembles the
OUT6V ES iravvuxISa ES AETplvous EA6EIU 0TT6 aurfis TE dyopEvriv Tris ritual described by Harpocration (cf. note 73). The Thes-
'ApTEpiSos Kal vup<pcov als traijoutja avvfiv -rt\v Sk—Iv Cnrovoia yap salians fall into a panic, thinking it a supernatural phenomenon
TOU ' AApEioO Tf)V ETfipouAty SXEIV—dAEtyaoOcn T6 irpoacoirov irnAcp (SAAo TI T^pas).
Kal avnf|v Kal ocraiTcov vvp<pcov Trapfjaav, Kal TOV "AAcpEiov d>s ElafiA8EV, 78 Archivf. Rel. Wiss. X X V I I (1929), 35 sqq.
OUK Zxtw aitiv &ni> icov fiAAuv SiaKpIvai ri\v 'ApTEHiv. STE 5E OU 79 Altheim's further conclusion that ' persona ' is a diminu-
6iayiyvdbcn<ovTa &TTEA6E;V tni dirpaKTas TCO JyxEipi'incm. tive of 9ersu has met with more opposition; but this is not

7 2 In his note ad loc. (Frazer, Paus. IV, 101); cf. Nilsson, GF immediately relevant for us.
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points out that the figure called <persu is a sort of manager of funeral performances; 80 but the
most important observation is that the word <persu is not written beside or above the mask itself, but
clearly indicates the whole figure. This leads immediately to the conclusion that the word does
not mean ' mask ', but ' wearer of a mask ', ' masked person in a funeral performance '. But then
again, we come to the question, what was the function of the mask ? If the mask is what we have
said, a means to represent and to re-enact, it can, at funeral games, hardly mean anything
else but a representation of the spirits of the dead, and the re-enactment of their appearance.81

But then the mask in the Etruscan tomb-fresco must have a chthonic character, and the masked
person as well. This point is elucidated by Altheim through an analysis of the etymology of the
Etruscan word. He notes that Greek Persephone corresponds with Etruscan 9ersipnai and Greek
Perseus with Etruscan perse, 9erse; there is a constant element apparently which appears in Greek
as ' perse-' and in Etruscan as ' (perse-'. We find it in other Greek names such as Perses (one of the
Titans), Perso (one of the Graiai 82), Perse (a name of Hecate), etc.83 Now all these names have
one thing in common, namely a connexion with the underworld; Perseus, whose name is one of
them, is therefore in Altheim's view equally an underworld figure; 84 another result of these
reasonings is that the relation between the Greek names and the Etruscan root pherse-, occurring in
cpersu, and recurring in a number of Etruscan gentilicia,85 points to a pre-Greek origin.86

Now our picture seems to become complete. Altheim has helped us to find a pre-Greek root
perse-, which recurs in Etruria to indicate a person of chthonic character, wearing a mask. On
the other hand, we found Perseus to be an Argive hero, originating probably (not certainly) in
Mycenaean times, and whose name, like so many names related to the Mycenaean period, may well
be of a pre-Greek origin. He was connected with a masked dance-ritual, which we traced back to
Seriphos, and parallels to which we found in the Peloponnese. The chthonic mask used in this
ritual was the Gorgoneion. On the other hand, we found that in the Odyssey this Gorgoneion was
a weapon of terror in the hand of Persephone, who bears in her name the same root. She, of course,
is a real underworld figure. Was Perseus one, too ? I would rather put it otherwise: By virtue of
his name and of the myth in which he is the hero, he is the bearer (or even wearer) of the mask of the
underworld daemon.

J. H. CROON
Wageningen,

Netherlands

80 Also that his costume reminds us of the Roman Atellana instance is promptly referred to by Robert, I.e. note 4; but
and Mimus: significantly enough the Atellana was always played this poetical usage on one occasion does not justify a derivation
by masked actors. of Perseus' name from his ' killing ' of the Medusa; therefore I

81 So van der Leeuw, I.e. (see note 51). think Altheim is right in following Wilamowitz {Pindaros 148,
82 According to an uncommon tradition reconstructed by note 1) and rejecting this view.

Robert, Griech. Heldens. I, 226, note 6. 84 This could be supported by a reference to Eurymedon as
83 This root pers(e)- of the name Perseus is commonly derived a name of Perseus in Apoll. Rhod. IV, 1514, cf. Eurynomos,

from TripBco, to destroy (so e.g. Robert, I.e. 245). But Perseus is Eurynome, Eurydice, etc.
not a ' destroyer', and although it sometimes means ' to kill', 85 Which proves that it is not borrowed from the Greek,
this meaning applies in most of the cases to a whole population, 86 Cf. also R. B. Onians, The Origins of European Thought
an army, etc. (Liddell and Scott 9 s.v.). Only once it seems to (published since this article was written), pp. 114 n. 5, 429 n. 1,
mean ' to kill' a single person, Pind. Pyth. IX, 80, and this 446 n. 4.
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